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The Cross-Aged Literacy Project:
An Alternative Instructional Program for Adolescents
_W_h_o_S_t_ru_g_g_le_w_it_h_L_it_e_ra_c_y_a_n_d_Sc_h_o_o_l_in_g_ _ _ _ _ {?
RESEARCH REPORT BY FENICE

B.

BOYD

Approaches to teaching literacy to
young adolescents who are frustrated
readers and writers have been criticized
for their reliance on practicing skills in
isolation, tracking into low-level literacy
experiences, and the lack of opportunity
to study a variety of literary genres
(Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989;
Walmsley & Walp, 1990; Applebee,
1991). Further, while minority students
with respect to ethnicity, culture and
language are overrepresented in programs designed for low-achievers, the
instructional materials are rarely sensitive to such a range of students
(Kennedy, Jung & Orland, 1986). Current
instructional emphases, content, tasks,
and expectations are not adequate for
helping these adolescents move into the
mainstream of the high school literacy
curriculum, compounding students' difficulties in controlling their destinies in an
increasingly complex society.
Finding appropriate alternatives is
crucial to enhancing the literacy education of our low-achieving adolescents.
Alternative programs may expand upon
existing research in elementary and middle school literacy curricula that emphasize the value of using a full-range of literature ( e.g., literary genre, multicultural
content); integrating written literacy
(i.e., reading/writing) and oracy (i.e., listening/speaking). Our low-achieving adolescents need alternative literacy learning experiences that will enable them to
take control of their long-term and ongoing literacy development.

and writing has been based on behavioral theories. This perspective limited
definitions of success to products of literate activity such as oral fluency and
the ability to answer literal comprehension questions. Theories of cognitive science focus on individuals' reading and
writing processes, without acknowledging the social aspects of literacy development. This instructional framework
has been especially true for poor readers
and writers, with programs that often
mandate individual progress through
skills-based instructional programs.
In the past decade, however, research
concerned with reading and writing has
expanded the definition of literacy to
recognize the social nature of literacy
events and to emphasize the contributions of social, linguistic, and cognitive
processes to literacy learning (Bloom &
Green, 1984; Green, 1990). This perception of literacy learning and the social
aspects of the process involves language
use and meaning within specific contexts (Beach, 1993). Such features of
social dimensions include the participants' perceptions of responsibility,
roles, needs, status and motives.
Within classrooms, teachers and students interact socially to construct
meanings. Vygotsky (1978) argues that
learning emerges from social dialogue
and collaboration, after which there is
internalization or inner speech.
Therefore, higher psychological functions begin as dialogue among individuals. Throughout the process, reading and
writing are means for communicating
intentions and meanings between the
reader and text, and among people

Why A Cross-Aged Literacy Project?
Historically, instruction in reading
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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involved in the reading act. Background
knowledge, prior experiences and multiple voices play a significant role in how
all readers construct meaning from what
they read, and how they respond and listen to others.
The significance of emphasizing the
social and cognitive aspects of literacy
learning has direct implication for work
with adolescents who struggle with
reading, writing and schooling. Many
researchers note the over-representation
of students from diverse cultural and
ethnic backgrounds in remedial and lowtracked programs (Kennedy et. al.,
1986). Others document the differential
treatment of diverse and minority learners in school contexts and argue that
such differential treatment negatively
affects students' reading achievement
(Au & Mason, 1981; Cazden & Leggett,
1981; Philips, 1983). For example,
Cazden (1988) provides evidence in
which minority children from New
Zealand and the United States are discouraged from expanding upon their
thoughts. Similarly, Michaels (1981)
reports that when the narrative styles of
minority children differ from the expectations of white teachers, children
appear to be inarticulate about their
ideas. Over time, such perceptions by
teachers adversely affect school performance and achievement. Such learning
experiences often frustrate students
when they learn that their background
knowledge and frame of reference they
bring to literacy learning is neither valued nor heard by teachers and peers
(Florio-Ruane, 1994). These situations
call for examining the potential benefits
of alternative social settings for adolescents who are poorly motivated to read
and write, and who struggle with daily
school life. One alternative setting
involves students working with peers
across traditional age and grade levels.
The Cross-Aged Literacy Project was
designed to enable low-achieving adolesMICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

cents to take responsibility for the learning of younger children and thus their
own learning. This project traced the
development of high school students'
knowledge of reading strategies, literary
elements, response to literature, and literary discourse as they assumed leadership roles in the project.
Description of the
Cross-Aged Literacy Project
The Cross-Aged Literacy Project
draws from the concepts of peer-tutoring, and Book Club (Raphael et. al.,
1992). Cross-aged and peer-tutoring is
not new. These relationships among students in formal and informal settings can
be traced to the first century A. D.
(Wagner, 1982). Historians record tutoring as the main source of learning, particularly for the elite and wealthy
(Bloom, 1988). Among the most
renowned spokespersons for tutoring
was Comenius, a 17th century Moravian
educator whose philosophy was "He
who teaches others teaches himself."
Similarly, Joseph Lancaster, an 18th century educator is noted for his inexpensive form of mass education for the poor
through peer and cross-aged tutoring
(Wagner, 1982; Bloom, 1988). Within the
past three decades, peer and cross-aged
teaching has reemerged in the United
States and Great Britain (Topping, 1988).
The social and historical views of peer
and cross-aged tutoring relationships
provides an interesting context to learn
more about the literacy education and
development of low-achieving adolescents.
Book Club is a four-component program designed to help students develop
abilities in both what and how to share
ideas and opinions about the literature
they read (Raphael & McMahon, 1994).
The central focus of the program was
book clubs, which were small studentled discussion groups of 3 to 6 students,
developed to support students' abilities
47
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to comprehend and discuss literature
selections. The book clubs were a heterogeneous mix of students in terms of
gender, ethnicity, and reading ability.
The Cross-Aged Literacy Project
extends beyond the concept of peertutoring which implies that one knowledgeable individual imparts information
to another. Literacy activities in a crossaged setting provides opportunity for all
members of a group (i. e., younger and
older students) to learn from each other
by listening, responding and respecting
the contributions of all involved.
Contexts that are social in nature for
adolescents who struggle with reading,
writing and schooling are especially
interesting to explore because they provide new directions for thinking about
how we might help older students to
assume responsibility and ownership for
their own learning.
I designed and implemented the
Cross-Aged Literacy Project to offer lowachieving adolescents opportunities to
engage in an alternative educative experience (Dewey, 1938) to literacy learning
in two social contexts. My aim was to
enhance and encourage the literacy
development of adolescents who are
frustrated and poorly motivated to read
and write by getting them to assume
responsibility for the learning of younger
children and thus themselves. The
Cross-Aged Literacy Project is comprised of two inter-related components
which I describe below.

the younger students to monitor and
assess the interactions and learning
experiences.
Purposes for Literacy Activities.
This aspect of the Preparation Seminar
is an instructional and collaborative
learning setting. The agenda for the
Preparation Seminar was developed and
orchestrated by me. Multiple purposes
underlie this phase of the program:
• to read the selected children's literature together orally
• to have the high school students write
personal responses in their reading
logs
• to share and discuss written responses among members of the group
• to plan and prepare the agenda before
meeting with the elementary children
• to debrief previous interactions with
the younger students.
Literature Selection. I selected the
literature for our cross-aged literacy program. We read Mildred D. Taylor's Song
of the Trees, Mississippi Bridge, and
Katherine Paterson's Park's Quest. I
selected these novels because I wanted
the students to read literature that
addressed multicultural issues and
themes. I believed that these novels
would encourage rich discussions
between the adolescents and me, and
between the high school and elementary
children. In addition, since the high
school participants for this program
were minority students, I selected literature that might raise some issues of personal relevance for them.
Oral Reading. In our Preparation
Seminar, the high school students read
voluntarily. If students did not wish to
read, I did not push the matter. When
they refused to read, I read orally to
them, using the occasion as an opportunity to model fluency, intonation and
expression. As our project and relationships progressed, the high school students eventually began to take risks and
read orally. In fact, they reached a point

The Preparation Seminar
The first component of the program is
the Preparation Seminar. The purposes
of the Preparation Seminar are twofold:
(a) a teacher/researcher interacts with
high school students one to two times
per week in a small group, collaboratively engaged in literacy activities and
tasks; and (b) a teacher/researcher conducts debriefing sessions with the high
school students after each session with
MI CHIGA N READING JOURNAL
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where they felt comfortable enough to
either tell me that they would read, or
ask me if they could read. This was an
exciting time in the project. This experience enabled the students to gain confidence in themselves and be willing to
take risks to read orally, before meeting
with the younger children.
Discussion Questions. I developed
the discussion questions to help students with their discussions. Questions
were formed so that the students might
have discussions on the literal, inferential and critical levels. Questions were
open-ended and focused on broad issues
and themes that emerged from the literature. For example, I asked students to
write about how they thought a character might have felt about a particular
incident that occurred in the novel. I
asked them to place themselves in a particular character's position and to brain-

storm ideas about what they might do if
they were in a similar situation. In his
log entry, shown in Figure 1, Lewis
chose to write a reaction to a racial incident from Taylor's Mississippi Bridge.*
In addition to discussion questions,
students consulted a Reading Log Entry
possibilities framework (Raphael &
McMahon, 1994) designed for the Book
Club reading program. This enabled
them to write their reactions from a
broad range of ideas, giving them opportunities to choose and make decisions
about what and how to share (Raphael
et. al., 1992). Within our discussions, students raised their own questions about
issues and themes that emerged from
the literature. Some of their questions
related to background experiences
which extended the conversations in
various ways.
Discussion. The discussion component for the
Preparation
Seminar
Le.w,'s,
occurred on multiple
J./,/~/q3
levels: (1) the literar::I ~ ~ RB tk ~ /4AL6, .£aJ. ""- .--....i, ~ •
ture, (2) plans and
~ -:f;fu ~ id" :lb., .,w,(_$ ~ ~ ~
preparations
for the
~ ,U:-- _td;'- ~-:# &';- ~ ~
cross-aged
discus%~~u--±t:tJM-d~-,,./
sion sessions, and (3)
~
debriefings and cri~ ~ J , , , _ ~ ~~~
tiques about the
w-W-~·
··---- ~
cross-aged session. I
Le.wls
facilitated the discus';)/'-/./93
sion. My intent was
to provide the stu3; f:J,-,; ()K. "thoJ J0'5i'a~ ccu.\d, no.ve.. JL6+
dents with an opporLet-/- h ~l\ ~'ed: aloliY) Of) no+ p:,..id -tl-e.
tunity to experience
!YbiJ any a +e.r,d,,efl l
open-ended discussions
with their
lf l. LC'AS Je5\c.s --:r. ~Id 'na.ve. .sa._;J Jvs+
C\,

~~(,ti

beco~

~I,

~

'o\c\c.K do~~+ rrecin "i\,crjl:' ~'no\,\ \cll'li+ 6:. oHe.. -\-o ~J °'- JC>b oet+er
+~n o.. Luh ',4 e.. 01°'-fl I,
·1

* All students' log
entries are presented using students'
original wording,
punctuation
marks, and
spellings; they have
not been edited.

Figure 1
Two of Lewis' Reading Log Entries for Mississippi
Bridge.
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strategies and skills
within a specific context. Strategies and
skills were embedded within the con~ -foJt.- rs- mrmdJ.J .w~ .L-s-1-ui) i:k,.,,_
text of the literacy
activities. For examwn·+Q.. &
Jleaclr!j /°3 -fer s- le I0..1 ~
ple, reading and writcfrs CaA-b ·on AAt.t± -:i.o n,, nd.e..
ing were intercon~ wa.5 Ma- prv.6/eni on ¼
ks ~
nected through oral
reading and writing
~olll Jo -zjov\. f J.. abod- &
~.
in various forms.
LJio.J. do £Joll. -¼, rl< a/::vd T eJtR,ln!:f ?
Students wrote in
their
planning logs
i.u1d:- do ~ -/-111 n/L.. doul- al( -ML
their own ideas for
ro..c1sm uJq_.5
the plans that they
would carry out with
lJJrr./-e. cfown a.ii. Hr.a_ Qu2..rtfD/1..J ; ctsK... ~
the younger children.
fe doOS-L; (Jr ~ (},c.~.
In their reflection
logs, they also wrote
about their interacFigure 2
tions with the
Li-Ping's Planning Log entry for the Cross-Aged Group
younger children.
Discussion on May 6, 1993.
Reflection logs were
used to help the high
same-aged peers and me before going to
school students think about their interthe elementary school. I modeled with
actions with the younger children and to
them what their role and interactions
keep a record of what the adolescents
might look like as they discussed their
were learning from their participation in
novels with the fourth graders. After disthe project. Points of concern were what
cussions about the literature, we would
they did well, what they needed to
talk about and plan literacy activities
improve, how they might go about
they would do with their younger peers.
improving, and what they learned from
We would do this by reflecting on the
the session. The reflection log provided
interactions they encountered with me
an extended writing activity.
and each other. In Figure 2, we can see
Figure 3 is an example of Li-Ping's
Li-Ping's planning log entry for Taylor's
reflection log entry on May 18. Her writSong of the Trees. Li-Ping wrote a
ten statements reflect some critical
sequential overview of what the literacy
analysis of herself as a learner for the
activities would consist of when the
cross-aged session on May 18.
group worked with the younger children.
Debriefing Sessions. The purposes
In addition, Li-Ping wrote the questions
of the debriefing sessions were to give
down in her planning log. The questions
the high school students and me an
were those she and her peers formulated
opportunity to discuss the multiple phasduring the Preparation Seminar. The
es of interactions that occurred between
questions evolved from specific events
them and their younger peers. I planned
that were of interest to the students.
the debriefing phase of the Preparation
I wanted to develop a program where
Seminar to talk about several interconlow-achieving adolescents worked on
nected aspects:
MI CHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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• students critiqued
themselves and
their younger peers
in relation to social
behavior and group
Name:
Li- :Bo~
management in the
Date:
-rl!f/93
cross-aged groups
A. What did I do well? _ __
• students discussed
mas!,~ ;lk, /ak.
their roles and
responsibilities in
the program
B. What do I need to improve?
:J: ,J,n1JP ;fn J'la~ a/1-RLr&'o n
• students discussed
M !Wj(e//- ) hec&tJt Can,e ftnzt ::z:; uJC/ c
how the various
oral and written
responses that the
C. How can I Improve? _ _
p.....a..,.~'-----L&L.L./-...,..J_m=.,_fz'-'-'-'-'~a......_JM/:.,...
,.........,-_ _
<?(_/,~~~-younger children
had to the literature played out in
their sessions
D. What did I learn?
-:1; ffe,, n l6ai: --Z::. y«Jj cit?
• students discussed
cSametlr-Mg Md :::z. f1PAI-Rfl rd;-/ I,,~ r
their own interests
and needs in rela1wd :&: be Aal-1 !wv/azl
UK~
tion to how they
-/4 r
/2,4: IL};,/.- o / 1 ~
might be included
in the program
• students critiqued
their interactions
Figure 3
from observing
themselves on videotape.
activities before their next visit with the
Within this context of the program,
elementary children. Overall, the
the high school students had an opportuPreparation Seminar component offered
nity to develop their oral communication
opportunities for low-achieving adolesskills by discussing the literacy activities
cents to engage in literacy learning tasks
and tasks. One focus of this phase of the
and activities for meaningful purposes,
program was for them to consider what
and to develop their planning, organizathe activities and tasks might mean for
tional and decision making skills within
their own literacy development a social setting.
socially and cognitively. For example, I
talked with Li-Ping and Lewis about
Cross-Aged Literary
what they were learning in general by
Discussion Groups
discussing their interactions with the
Twice per week, the high school stuchildren in their small groups. These
dents went to one neighborhood elemendebriefings gave them a chance to
tary school. The small groups consisted
reflect and critique themselves as learnof one high school student leading and
ers and "teachers." It also gave them an
facilitating literacy activities with four to
opportunity to receive response from
six fourth graders. Three interrelated literacy activities comprised the crosseach other and me. Debriefing sessions
allowed the high school students to
aged literary discussion sessions: (a)
reading, (b) writing, and ( c) discussion.
rethink and reformulate their literacy

k,J✓'

~?o,
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Every time I read, I end up with some kind of
picture in my head about the story. I can draw In
my log and share my picture with the group.
When I draw a picture, I need to write a little
about why I drew it so that I can remember
where the picture came from, what made me
think about it, and why I wanted to draw it.
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CHARACTER PROFILE

Sometimes what I read about a character or
an event makes me think of things in my
own life. I can write in my log and tell about
what the character or the event or other
ideas made me think about from my own
life.

1

:~:

WONDERFUL WORDS
Find some really wonderful words - words that
are new to you, or crazy, descriptive, ones I
might want to use in my own writing, ones that
are confusing, or whatever. Write down the
word or words and share them with my group.
I'll write a short note about why I picked the
word and the page number where I found the
words so that I can find It again.
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Think aboUt a character I really liked (or really
di~'t like, o.r thought was interesting). The map
ca11.sh<>W what I think the character looked like,
things the character did, how the character went
with other characters, What made this character
in~resting, and anything else that I think is

important!
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AUTHOR'S CRAFTS
AND SPECIAL TRICKS
Sometimes authors use special words, paint
pictures in my mind with words, make me wish I
could write like they do, use funny language,
write dialogue that is really good, and many
other things. In my log, I can write examples of
special things lhe author wrote in the story.

SEQUENCES
Sometimes events in the book might be
important to remember the order they
happened. I can make a sequence chart
explaining why I thought it would be
important to remember.

BOOK/CHAPTER CRITIQUE
Sometimes when I'm reading, I think to myself,
''This is absolutely GREAT!!!" Other times I think
to myself, "If I were the author, I sure would do
this differently." I can write about things the
author did really well, and things he or she
might want to do better.

The high school students facilitated and
also actively co-participated in oral reading, writing and discussion, modeling the
interactions they experienced with me in
our Preparation Seminar. For example, a
high school student typically asked for a
volunteer to orally read the selection for
the session. Occasionally, the high
school student volunteered to read
before asking a younger child. During
some sessions, I would read to all of the
students to continue working with them
on fluency, intonation and expression.
After reading orally, a high school student would read the discussion questions from the chalkboard. Then she or
he would ask the children to write a
response to the question in their reading
logs. Students were given two to three
questions, and they could respond to the
question they wanted to write about. In
some sessions of the cross-aged groups,

students were given an opportunity to
write a response using the Reading Log
Ideas sheet. All students (i.e., high
school and elementary) kept records of
their personal responses and reactions
to the literature in their reading logs.
Figure 4 shows the range of ideas students could write about in their reading
logs besides the focus questions that the
high school students planned during the
Preparation Seminar.
In Figure 5, we see Stanley's (a fourth
grader) response to a focus question that
Lewis wrote on the chalkboard for the
April 29 cross-aged session. The question was raised about another racial
event in Taylor's Mississippi Bridge. In
his written response, Stanley answered
the question about how he imagined
Rudine (character in the story) felt when
she was not allowed to try on a hat she
admired in the story because she was an
African-American. In
addition, Stanley
Name: ~ ... /~v
brainstormed about
three things he might
DMe:
Teacher:
do to protest the situation if he were
Rudine: "Then I well
tell my perins and tell
pepeol to not to go to
that stor agin then if
that did not work, I
would tell him how I
fell. "
All students had
the opportunity to
write responses to
focus questions prepared during the
Preparation Seminar.
They also had the
option to write about
another idea that
could be drawn from
the Reading Logs
Ideas Sheet.
Figure 5
Therefore,
written
Stanley's Reading Log Entry for Mississippi Bridge
responses occurred

~t
~~
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the pros and cons of this program
beyond studying the students. Below, I
present the pros and cons of this
research project.

in a range of forms:
• a response to a specific question or
comment
• a response or reflection to a comprehension strategy
• a response to a specific literary element such as critiquing the book
• a personal response about something
that the book reminded students
about.
The Cross-Aged Literary Discussion
Group sessions provide an additional
opportunity for the high school students
to make spontaneous decisions during
interactions with their younger peers,
and to enhance their leadership skills.
Further, the cross-aged setting provided
the high school students with a double
occasion to deepen their social and cognitive literacy education in a context
constructed through conversations embedded within meaningful and purposeful ways.

What I learned:
• The program gave the high school students space to be responsible for
their own learning and the learning of
younger peers.
• The program provided frustrated
readers and writers with two interrelated instructional contexts to
engage in social, cognitive and language-oriented interactions with others.
• The program provided students with a
non-competitive task involving context.
• The project provided low-achieving
adolescents with opportunities to
make choices about what and how
they learn.
Research findings suggests that
accommodating individual differences is
easier when children have some choice,
when the literacy program is not limited,
and when a reasonable amount of time
is spent in peer interactions without
teacher domination (Johnston &
Allington, 1991). This project will enable
teachers to assess the abilities (i.e.,
strategy knowledge, oral and written literary response) of low-achieving students and what happens when a project
is organized that encourages them to
take risks, make decisions, and
encounter tasks within various instructional contexts where they solve problems for themselves.

Concluding Comments
The literacy field needs to address
issues related to the literacy education
of adolescents who struggle with schooling in general and reading and writing
specifically. The purpose of this program
was to create different learning opportunities for adolescents who do not like
reading and writing. An additional
underlying concern I had was to help the
high school students take some responsibility and control for their own learning. In an attempt to help low-achieving
adolescents assume responsibility, I
gave them the chance to "teach" and
actively participate in literacy activities
with fourth graders. The context for this
program was centered on reading, writing, and discussions using trade books
as the basis for an alternative instructional program.
New ventures, however, require some
rethinking and reformulating of ideas.
My role in this program was a
teacher/researcher. In this role, I studied
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

What We Need to Explore Further:
Several important issues emerged.
These issues need to be considered in
developing a context-based alternative
program for adolescents who read and
write poorly:
• Consistent communication between
administrators at the high school and
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depends upon their motivation and
active participation.
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Special Call for
Photographs of Public Libraries
Public libraries reflect the souls of the regions they inhabit. In his
autobiography, Benjamin Franklin wrote, "These libraries have improved
the general conversation of the Americans, made the common tradesmen
and farmers as intelligent as most gentlemen from other countries ... (p.
76)." Do we honor our libraries and librarians sufficiently?
The Michigan Reading Journal is seeking photographs of our treasured public libraries for an upcoming issue. This includes university
libraries. Exterior views of libraries are desired, but readers and librarians may be included in the shots. Are you willing to help?
If so, send your photo(s) of any wonderful library - big or small - to
the following address:
Robert Smith, Editor
Michigan Reading Journal

822 Lewis Avenue
St. Joseph, Michigan 49085
Black-and-white photos are preferred but color prints or slides may be
submitted.
With your submission, indicate clearly the exact name and location of
the library. Please include your name and phone number as well. MRJ
will make every attempt to return photos if requested, but cannot guarantee safe receipt. Responses need to be received by September 1, 1995.
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